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Abstract: The development of energy communities has the potential to support the energy transition
owing to the direct engagement of people who have the chance to become “prosumers” of energy.
In properly explaining the benefits that this phenomenon can give to the population, a key set of
channels is represented by social media, which can hit the target of citizens who have the budget to
join the energy communities and can also “nurture” younger generations. In this view, the present
work analyzes the performance of the topic “energy communities” on the main social media in order
to understand people’s awareness of its benefits and to assess the societal awareness of this topic in
terms of engagement and positive sentiment. The analysis conducted first concerned the definitions
and conceptualization of energy communities of academics and practitioners, completed through a
content analysis; we then focused on the fallout of these themes on social media and on its engagement
(to understand if it was capable of generating a positive attitude). The social media analysis took place
through a platform that uses artificial intelligence to analyze communication channels. The results
show that there is still poor engagement with the energy community theme in social media, and a
more structured communication strategy should be implemented with the collaboration between
social media and practitioners/academics. Despite previous studies not analyzing how social media
recall the topics of academics and practitioners related to energy communities, this is an important
aspect to consider in order to conceive integrated marketing communication for promoting energy
communities to citizens, as here demonstrated and proposed for the very first time.

Keywords: energy communities; social media; communication; sustainability; societal awareness;
sentiment analysis; content analysis

1. Introduction

Sustainability today has become a key topic in social media communication and, in
general, in informative communication from academics and practitioners to the popula-
tion. Since the introduction of the triple bottom line model [1], the concept has grown in
popularity after the recent tangible effects of climate change have been discerned all over
the world (e.g., overheating, floods), together with the trauma of the pandemic [2] and the
Ukraine/Russia war, with its associated energy crisis [3]. One of the biggest challenges of
sustainability is the transition from a high-carbon society (which has generated instability
in international geopolitics in the last three decades) to a more sustainable mode of pro-
duction and consumption, which requires rethinking the way governments, businesses,
financial systems, and individuals interact with our planet. In fact, the emergence of global
warming, which threatens the life of human beings, is largely due to the use of fossil fuel
for energy generation, which is also increasing air pollution at an alarming level: this is the
reason why the Paris Agreement committed to maintain the global temperatures below
2 ◦C [4]. To achieve this objective and fight the energy crisis, both technologies and social
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innovations are needed, especially in developing nations [5] and with the aim of engaging
young generations [6].

In this frame, energy communities (ECs) represent a technological community model
that adopts technologies for the decarbonization process by directly engaging citizens. In
this view, energy communities well embody the opportunity to boost both technological
and social innovations since they imply the diffusion of renewable energy generation and
storage systems, combined with the development of smart energy grids [7] and the direct
involvement of citizens in the energy market as prosumers [8] (especially those who have
the budget to join the ECs and young people, in whom it is necessary raising awareness
with social media about sustainable energy consumption [9–11]).

Therefore, ECs represent a model that requires intensive participation from citizens
in order to become widespread in municipalities all around the world, thus having a
significant impact in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals of the 2030 Agenda (in
particular, number 7—ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy
for all, 11—make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable—
and 13—take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts) [12]. The diffusion of
renewables and novel energy system models such as the ECs, however, involves public
acceptance and requires the commitment of a large base of citizens: in fact, as it is possible
to see from Figure 1, in order to reach the level of community (the set of all people that the
campaign is trying to reach), there is the need for other layers of people who commit with
donations and actively contribute to the development of the community [13]. These can be
identified in the academics and practitioners who strive to reach the community with their
communication efforts but also with the people with strong ethical values of sustainability
who, in different ways, support the cause of energy communities.
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Given this premise and in the frame of collaboration between the academics, policy
makers, and practitioners, it is important to understand what the state of the art of the
campaigning process is in order to reach the community. Therefore, some questions are
needed:

1. What does the population know about the topic of energy communities, which seems
to be a trend well-known only within academia or the practitioners involved in the
projects of building energy communities?

2. What are the gaps of topics and knowledge between

(i). The academic articles about ECs;
(ii). The articles written by practitioners on the fields within the topic;
(iii). The communication to the population (community) with social media about

the topic?

Addressing the discrepancy in knowledge between these three sectors is necessary to
properly inform and guide the actions of future decision-makers: therefore, these research
questions are the motivations that informed the content and sentiment analysis of the
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present study, which adopted a tech-driven approach with the use of artificial intelligence
(AI) [14].

In this view, a recent study [15] has already highlighted the importance of assessing
the performance of this topic on online news in order to effectively communicate this topic
to the population (who should represent the essential base of citizens needed to develop the
energy communities). However, a significant gap remains in understanding the popularity
of these topics on social media that, nowadays, are important drivers of decision-making:
in order to do so, this study is aimed at exploring the societal awareness of the topic
energy communities by conducting a content analysis and a sentiment analysis on the most
important social media so as to address the efforts of communication managers who want
to promote the importance of energy communities outside academia. To reach this goal,
the implemented methodology includes three stages encompassing, for the first time, the
content analysis of (i) academics and (ii) practitioners’ publications and the content and
sentiment analysis on (iii) social media about the topic of ECs. The method adopted, as
detailed in the methodology, is appropriate for (i) describing scientifically and analytically
the definition of the main themes and the relationship between elements by creating a
conceptualization of the theme and (ii) identifying the impact and the engagement of the
stakeholders by defining the interpretation key which is provided on social media.

In particular, Section 2 presents an overview of previously published works that are
related to this paper, further detailing the key topics of ECs (focusing on benefits of this
new energy system models) and social media (as tools for shaping decision making and
boosting energy transition). Section 3 presents, in detail, the implemented three-stage
procedure, while Section 4 presents the related results. The Discussion section focuses
on the comparison among the three performed analyses in terms of emerging themes to
understand what the key topics highlighted in articles and reports from both academic
and practitioners are, which should be properly communicated to the right audience
(individuals between 35 and 60 years with an income that would allow them to buy a house
directly involved in an energy community in the territories where energy communities
are spread, i.e., mainly people from the Western world). This has allowed the authors
to understand the differences and similarities in the topic suggested by academics and
practitioners and the popular themes arising from the web. Further recommendations on
the communication style and strategies are also developed in the Discussion section, while
Further Research and Limitations are presented immediately after the Conclusions.

2. Related Work

The expected green energy transition requires both technological and social inno-
vations. Despite great advances being achieved from a technological perspective (from
energy generation and storage systems to innovation in information and communication
technologies and automated management algorithms), the uptake of organizational forms
such as the ECs is still limited, due to the lack of citizens’ understanding of the topic and of
direct engage in the process [16].

In the literature, the public acceptance of specific themes and the overall common citi-
zens’ understanding of the emerging phenomena is generally addressed through extensive
survey campaigns tailored to specific population. As a matter of fact, Thomas et al. [17]
focused on the public support on energy transition in Alberta (Canada) through a survey
campaign based on 1591 participants. Research outcomes depicted how preexisting values
and beliefs on local economy and climate change were strongly structuring individuals’
attitudes about transition. Similarly, Siedl et al. [18] investigated the perceived responsibil-
ities and the intended technology uptake of distributed energy sources among different
societal groups in Switzerland, Germany, and Austria, for a total of 2104 survey partici-
pants. Although they were open to participating in local energy initiatives, the participants
in all three countries only acknowledged the responsibility of national governments and
major energy suppliers for the transition to a new energy system, neglecting to recognize
their own direct role in the process. Questionnaire submissions was also the methodology
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implemented by Herbes et al. [19] to address the causes beneath the observed decline in EC
growth in early-adopter countries, such as Germany. The research involved 187 members
from 125 management teams of the EC, who participated to shed light on their competency
and qualifications. The findings indicate that there is a lack of proficiency, particularly
when it comes to developing innovative and efficient business models, which is concerning
given the expected decrease in incentives in the near future. It is worth mentioning that
this study highlights the existence of a gap between research advances and practitioners’
awareness. According to Herbes et al., in order to effectively implement new forms of
energy systems in the international community, there is a need to fill this gap with several
actions, among which there are tailored training programs to be delivered by policy makers.

Therefore, in line with the efforts and suggestions of the previous literature, we
attempted to fill this gap by using a methodology (based on content and sentiment analyses)
different from the ones adopted in the abovementioned papers (based on questionnaires).
Survey-based research, in fact, requires considerable effort in recruiting procedures, is
generally limited in time and space (taking into account specific periods and tailored
populations), and may be limited in the reliability of its outcomes due to participants’
bias [20].

An alternative approach to investigating social acceptance and understanding a topic
is represented by the content analysis of nonacademic published materials about the topics
investigated, especially in the environment of media and the web. In this sense, some
research has been conducted with reference to the topic of energy (but also ECs). For
instance, concerning public acceptance of wind energy plants, Dehler-Holland et al. [21]
verified that the recent decline in investments in wind power plants in Germany was related
to a progressive reduction of the legitimacy of this technology in national newspapers. The
implemented approach consisted of a detailed analysis, including topic models, sentiment
analysis, and statistics, of the contents of four German newspapers concerning wind energy
production from 2009 to 2018. A combination of text mining and social network analysis
(semantic brand score approach) was alternatively implemented by Piselli et al. [15], who
examined online news as mass communication media that could target ordinary citizens for
the successful diffusion of energy-transition-related knowledge. The approach provided
insights for policy makers and practitioners interested in the societal uptake of green
energy solutions. However, none of the abovementioned papers specifically took into
account social media, which are actually recognized as new platforms for supporting policy
diffusion and acceptance among citizens. Moreover, users are allowed to express their
emotion in the social media, thus creating emotion discourses which are deemed to be
tightly interconnected with cognition and deep learning [22], so much so that emotion in
social media has also been analyzed with cutting-edge quantum-inspired techniques [23,24].

Relatedly, Corbett and Savarimuthu [25] demonstrated the applicability of social
media analytics to examine the emotion discourse on “sustainable energy” emerging from
27 US electricity utilities on the Twitter platform (for a total of 6528 messages processed).
Ibar-Alonso et al. [26] adopted a social listening analysis on Twitter to assess sentiment and
emotion regarding “green energy” and focused the analysis on the crucial period coinciding
with the onset of the war in Ukraine in 2022. As argued by the same authors, knowing the
sentiment and attitude of the population is important because it helps to promote policies
and actions that favor the development of green or renewable energies.

However, even these articles failed to take into account the impact of academics and
practitioners’ topics on social media. Therefore, this study aimed at evaluating ordinary
citizens’ awareness on ECs through a content and sentiment analysis of topics disseminated
by both academics and practitioners that resonate on the most important social media
platforms (detailly described in Sections 3 and 4), moving from an overview of the main
topics expressed in the academic articles (obtained with a bibliometric analysis) and a focus
on the role of social media, which is crucial for shaping collective decision-making.
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2.1. Energy Communities

By seizing the opportunities offered by new technologies, citizens around the world are
already coming together to regain their relevance in the energy sector, through direct and
participatory actions aimed at building a fairer and more sustainable society. The growing
trend toward decentralized energy systems will lead to new forms of energy systems and
markets, as comprehensively presented in the study by Gui and MacGill published in
2018 [27]. In this work, long-term dynamics and possible pathways of this transition are
discussed by considering challenges and opportunities related to sociotechnical innovations
and the integration of existing structures and emerging ones. Decentralized energy systems
are gaining momentum owing to the technological advances both in energy generation and
storage systems [28,29] as well as in the development of automated energy management
systems and trading bots [30]. Indeed, the deployment of distributed energy sources
requires (i) a careful management of electric loads to avoid grid congestions and imbalance;
and (ii) a shift toward the smart grid paradigm, which is a cyber-physical energy system [31]
that relies upon advances in information and communication technologies (ICT) [32]
useful to improving the efficiency, reliability, and sustainability of the existing power grid
infrastructures. The development of local energy markets and their careful integration into
the existing central one could be the key to fostering a fully transactive energy system,
defined as a set of economic and control mechanisms for dynamically balancing supply
and demand based on value as a key operational parameter [33].

In view of the reduction of carbon emissions in the electricity sector expected by
2050, it is estimated that 264 million EU citizens will join the energy market as prosumers,
generating up to 45% of the overall renewable electricity of the system [34]. However, what
does “prosumer” mean? Liberalization of the energy market and cost reduction of related
technological components, e.g., photovoltaic system (PV), are the undeniable conditions
for the existence of prosumers, who are users who do not limit themselves to the passive
role of consumers but also participate also in the different phases of the energy production
process [35]. Essentially, the prosumer is a person who owns his or her own production
energy plant and consumes just a portion of its energy: the remaining quota of energy can
be placed on the network, exchanged with consumers close to the prosumer, or even stored
in properly sized storage systems and therefore returned to the consumption units at the
most appropriate time. Therefore, the prosumer is an active player in the management
of energy flows and can enjoy not only relative autonomy but also economic benefits.
Nevertheless, to become a prosumer, it is necessary to own resources that could be valued
in terms of energy production such as buildings where you can install solar panels. This
requires investing in purchasing, installing, and managing the equipment. Not everyone
has access to these requirements. In this view, ECs represent a fundamental step in energy
democratization [36].

ECs are legal entities based on voluntary and open participation that are effectively
controlled by their members that could be local authorities (including municipalities),
natural persons, or small-medium enterprises (SMEs). Members of an EC could be simple
energy consumers or prosumers all united under a common primary purpose of providing
environmental, economic, and social benefits to the community rather than generating
financial profits. This is the ECs’ potential in energy democratization: a consumer, a member
of an EC, has access to the energy generated by the community at special rates as established
by the community’s statute that is approved by all its members [37]. The sprawl of ECs is
thus changing the shape of the energy market into a constellation of local consumer-centric
energy markets. In this view, a considerable effort of the scientific community has been
recently been exerted to the financial optimization of ECs with the aim of maximizing
economic benefits for all the members [38]. Saif et al. [39] explored the concept of a
smart community-based electricity market (SCEM) by assuming smart homes (with PV
and energy storage systems) as local distributed energy resources and quantifying the
achievable energy (and costs) savings through real-life measurements from an EC in Ireland.
Hupez et al. [40] conducted a study where they compared the prices of electricity produced
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using three different game theory billing methods in a residential EC, showing that different
approached could be preferable for the community or individuals’ empowerment. In this
context, the concept of peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading (the possibility for prosumers to
sell their self-generated energy to other members of the community without the need of
an intermediary) has also been addressed over the years from several standpoints. From
a technological point of view, P2P looks for necessary digital innovation, such as smart
meters [41] and blockchain technologies [42–44]. Moreover, the integration of the P2P
trading model into the energy market implies extensive research on P2P market design and
business model definition [45]. Finally, the social acceptance of such novel concepts has also
being investigated, among others, in [46], by exploring EC members’ trading preferences.

Therefore, the ECs could play an important role in fighting energy poverty: this is
recognizable in two main areas of intervention:

(i) By contributing to the energy security of the community (reliable and affordable
access to locally generated energy) and enhancing local energy system resiliency [47];

(ii) Through the provision of energy efficiency services to EC members [48], generally
involving demand response (DR) mechanisms aimed at shifting the electricity demand
to prevent electric grid imbalance.

Along with the implementation of DR mechanisms which imply a shift in consumer
behavior as highlighted by De Vizia et al. in [49], a key role in social innovation has been
attributed to ECs. This is because citizens’ engagement can reinforce positive social norms
that support energy transition [50], and such initiatives have the potential of increasing
public acceptance of specific technologies, e.g., renewable generation plants [51]. For
instance, Radtke et al. [52] verified, through the distribution of more than 500 questionnaires
among 16 ECs in Germany, that people pay more attention to their energy behavior once
engaged in EC projects.

Furthermore, renewable energy communities (RECs) are those ECs whose members
are located in the proximity to one or more renewable energy plants that are owned and
managed by the same community. Here, the environmental benefits are not only related
to the energy transmission and distribution processes (consumption of locally generated
energy) [8] but also include the replacement of fossil fuels with renewable energy sources. In
this view, the widespread diffusion of RECs would be beneficial not only for the community
members but would also contribute to mitigating the anthropogenic impact on the ongoing
climate change by boosting clean energy production. RECs, directly engaging citizens,
play a key role in the promotion of public acceptance of renewables also through the
mobilization of private capital [53].

Despite the presented benefits related to the establishment of an EC, ECs are still
not widely diffused globally. In Europe, ECs have been officially recognized in the EU
legislative framework in the Clean Energy Package which introduced Citizens’ Energy
Communities (CECs; defined in the Directive on common rules for the internal electricity
market (EU, 2019/944) [54]) and Renewable Energy Communities (RECs; defined in the
revised Renewable Energy Directive (2018/2001/EU) [55]). These directives thus introduce
a governance model for ECs and establish the energy-sharing possibilities. Additionally,
EU established an enabling framework to facilitate EC development, but many of the EU
member states are still dealing with the transposition of these directives which implies a
reorganization of the internal energy market. As recognized by Lowitzsch et al. [56], EC
organizational structures proposed in the EU legislative framework represent prototype
governance models for the emerging decentralized energy systems that, in their paper, are
more broadly referred to as "renewable energy clusters”. These clusters generally include a
few important technical capacities such as demand flexibility, energy efficiency measures,
storage systems, and P2P trading mechanisms. The European legislation has enriched
these clusters with formal recognition of their members’ rights and duties, with the aim of
linking ECs’ technical capacities to social topics (e.g., fighting energy poverty, increasing
acceptance, fostering local development, and incentivizing demand flexibility). Therefore,
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the abovementioned European directives represent the opportunity to integrate social
justice principles into energy system development.

Along with the regulatory adaptation for a formal recognition of these entities, it is
worth properly communicating all the benefits of ECs (environmental, economic, and social
benefits) related to citizens to facilitate their diffusion via bottom-up initiatives.

2.2. Social Media for Shaping Decision-Making and Boosting Energy Transition Acceptance

The development of ECs relies massively on the participation of citizens since this is a
model aimed at involving the majority of the population in order to reach sustainability
goals. Therefore, a critical point in promoting ECs is played by online news and information,
which should not be limited to circulation only among the field of experts, such as energy
providers or academics, but should target the whole population in general and, in particular,
people who can become active members of the ECs, mainly house purchasers (mostly those
between 35 and 60 years old). In order to do this, information should be spread not only
on paid media (mass media) but also and mainly on owned and earned media (social
media, for instance), which offer good cost-effectiveness [57] and improved information
accessibility and interaction with the promoter of the content.

Given this premise, in this paper, the authors analyze the performance of the topic
“energy community” on the web and on social media contents, following the idea that
online media can be leveraged for citizens’ engagement in new projects [58] and that
it can be also used, in general, to raise awareness toward societal issues [59], such as
environmental change and the need for a more sustainable world (which represents the
reasons why green communities are born). All kinds of media, actually, are important to
spread information and communicate the importance of ECs. In this sense, for instance,
they have been proven by both Lyytimäki at al. [60] and Scheer [61] to be strategic for
addressing citizens’ perceptions and expectations of energy technologies. In particular,
mass media are important, according to Lyytimäki [62], for policy makers that want to make
media coverage and raise acceptance about policies on climate. However, compared to mass
media, social media are more apt for addressing people’s behavior, as Lee [63] points out,
individuals pursue an active role in information searching. Social media contents, moreover,
allow for persuasive communication, not only in the younger generations but also in 30–
60-year-old people who (i) represent the segment of population who have the economic
means to afford the purchase of a house; (ii) who are still sensitive to sustainability issues;
and (iii) who are active on social media, especially, Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn,
which are the social media where they find more use and gratification [64,65], as well as
Twitter, which is the medium where both millennials (born between 1981 and 1996) and
baby boomers (born between 1946 and 1964) read information online.

These media, therefore, reach many ordinary citizens who could be the target of ECs’
communication campaigns and bring them toward the decision of becoming members
of an existing community or to support the establishment of a new one; in fact, it has
been demonstrated that social media have a large impact on the decision-making of con-
sumers [66] and citizens [67]. In particular, Instagram has been proven to instill a change of
attitude within millennials via the advertising (ADV) placed in the stories [68].

Therefore, to reach a proper audience and obtain a change in attitude toward a stimulus
so as to address citizens’ decision-making, ECs campaigning must catch the attention of
ordinary citizens aged 30–60 years. In the social media marketing literature, this attention
is usually measured via two KPIs:

- At a quantitative level, the most important one is community engagement, which is
normally assessed by calculating the number of “likes”, number of post shares, and
number of comments. This can be done through a content analysis [69].

- The latter should be also accompanied by the positive attitude of the community
toward the posts commented or liked or shared. This is normally measured through a
sentiment analysis [70].
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In order to reach this goal, the posts about ECs should also use strategies of com-
munication typical of the marketing realm. To promote scientific communication to the
broader population on social media, communication about ECs should adopt the following
strategies:

1. The use of “ambassadors” or testimonials [71], possibly popular in the targeting of
millennials and/or baby boomers.

2. The start of an e-WOM (electronic Word of Mouth) process among users of all the
social networks, which influences purchase decision-making in many sectors [72]
because it leverages the trust that we unconsciously give to our peers’ decisions [73].
In fact, “celebrities, influencers, and people whom consumers know personally impact
the ways in which millennials use social media information to gain information”, but
they still trust endorsements from people whom they know personally, above all else,
regarding their purchasing decisions [74]. Relying on celebrities and social media
influencers to promote products does not substitute or replace targeted marketing
efforts to build consumers’ trust.

3. The content of the message about ECs should be also treated as a promotional message,
and therefore integrated in the place par excellence of ADV in social networks (e.g.,
stories on Instagram).

In this frame, however, how do ECs perform in terms of good communication strate-
gies? The study conducted a content analysis and a sentiment analysis in order to test the
resonance of news about ECs on social media and their acceptance by the audience in terms
of engagement and positive attitude.

3. Methodology

The implemented approach was structured in three stages. First, the academic per-
spective on ECs was established via a content analysis performed on a publication database
defined through a search in Scopus, which is a multidisciplinary database suitable for
information systems researchers in [75]. Subsequently, the second stage involved a content
analysis of professionals/practitioners’ production, useful for identifying the main themes
of the ECs defined by this category. Finally, the third stage focused on the analysis of the
main themes related to ECs on social media and how these are perceived by users. This
approach guarantees a full awareness of how the concept has been investigated, dissemi-
nated, and acquired among the whole community. The implemented longitudinal analysis
approach associated with the literature guaranteed a complete reading of the collected
data [76]. The adoption of multiple methods and approaches allows to fill some gaps in the
literature and to formalize theories and thematic schemes [77,78].

The three approaches were adopted (1) to identify and represent the academic knowl-
edge on the subject provided by the bibliometric analysis of the results of the Scopus
database, which allows for the conceptual map and the areas of analysis to be identified
through a re-elaboration of the data [79–81]; (2) to identify and represent the knowledge
on the subject provided by professionals by identifying information from the NEXIS UNI
platform through the Leximancer software and constructing a conceptual map by area [82];
and (3) to identify and represent the information on social media by interpreting and
creating a conceptual map of areas guided by a sentiment analysis that considered the en-
gagement generated [83–85]. The three methods were adopted because they are significant
for the analysis of big data and interpretation aimed at constructing concept maps used in
discussions and conclusions to analyze and interpret the theme [79,83,86].

3.1. Content Analysis of Academics’ Production on ECs

The analysis of academic literature transitioned to a bibliometric approach utilizing
a database containing 609 contributions. This database was the result of a preliminary
search in Scopus, using the keyword “energy communit*” that resulted in 1.820 documents.
Therefore, items in peer review that were written in English and published as of 2022
were selected, yielding 866 results. Finally, duplicates and inconsistent articles were
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excluded based on keywords and abstract reading. The defined publications subset was
thus analyzed to determine the main thematic clusters representative of the academics’
emerging topics regarding ECs through a dedicated science mapping tool (Bibliometrix [79]).
More specifically, a multidimensional scaling analysis was conducted as an exploratory
method to visualize emerging thematic clusters into a bidimensional space, as presented
in [87]. The undelaying data analysis technique employed was multiple correspondence
analysis (MCA), which is aimed at detecting and representing the underlying structures
in a data set. Indeed, the obtained conceptual map presents publications’ keywords
as distributed points whose position reflects the existing similarities among them. The
similarity drives the clustering, and the closer a keyword is to the cluster’s center, the
more central and vital it is in that context [88]. A similar procedure has already been
implemented in previous studies on different topics [89].

3.2. Content Analysis of Professionals’ Production on ECs

Content and thematic analyses were adopted as the main tools to analyze textual
contents created by professionals with a replicable and objective method. The content
analysis approach is particularly adapted to analyzing emerging issues [90] and creating
concept maps where the amount of data to be analyzed is large, requiring information cod-
ing. This approach has also been employed in other investigations, such as searching and
extracting thesaurus-based concepts from the text data [91]. Therefore, the identification
of data on professionals’ adoptions of ECs was pursued through the combination of the
Nexis Uni search engine, to generate the database object of the analysis, and Leximancer
software, to identify the main emerging concepts and their mutual relationship. The com-
bined implementation of the two tools has already been adopted in other studies [90,92,93].
In our study, it was applied to identify the key themes developed by practitioners and
technicians in the field of EC. Nexis Uni is a leading international database in the legal
and economic information field produced by professionals. The analysis considered the
articles published by professionals and practitioners by selecting the appropriate section
in the initial phase, as suggested by Stratopoulos et al. [94]. The accessible information
collects sources from European countries (it also contains Celex, the database relating to
European Union legislation) and from many Commonwealth countries. The search engine
is mainly used in the management sector and, in general, in social sciences and economics
research [95–97]. Therefore, the professional articles about the topic of EC were identified
using the keywords “energy community” and “energy communities” on Nexis Uni. Due to
this broad search, it was possible to determine that the EC theme has seen a progressive
increase in sources on the platform since 2015. The initial sources were 23,455. Only sources
relating to technical articles from 2015 in English were selected, yielding 9734 articles.
The typology of selected articles guarantees the objectivity of the analysis on the theme,
reducing the selection’s discretion, as reported in [92].

Given the obtained database, Leximancer was used to automatically identify the main
concepts and the relationship between the main themes by adopting a Bayesian model [98].
Indeed, the software adopts thematic and semantic term relations, using two co-occurrence
information types—semantic and relational [6]. Therefore, it is a means to convert, without
supervision, lexical co-occurrence data from natural language into semantic patterns, as
mentioned in previous research [99]. In the analysis, conjunctions or nonlexical expressions
such as “and”, “or”, “of”, and “on” were eliminated, and similar concepts were merged
in order to facilitate the creation of an initial thesaurus [100]. A thematical map was thus
generated reporting the main themes grouped in circles, whose size represented the weight
of each theme [101], with their mutual distance defining the relationship between the
terms [102].

3.3. Content and Sentiment Analysis of ECs on Social Media

Social media can be used to influence managerial choices and to perceive the general
opinion on and involvement in specific topics by involving actors in the social arena of
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confrontation as already demonstrated by Bellucci and Manetti [103]. In order to perceive
these opinions, it is necessary to perform a sentiment analysis, an approach linked to
the concept of opinion mining. Indeed, a sentiment analysis is a computational study to
understand people’s opinions and emotions for entities such as individuals, organizations,
issues, events, and topics [104]. It offers market insight into boosting business performance
and brand image [105]. Through this technique, it is possible to process a search based
on specific keywords and to identify, for each term, the associated attributes (positive,
neutral, negative) and thus to extract the opinion associated with each key term [106,107].
The analysis techniques generally implemented to perform sentiment analysis can be
divided into three macrocategories: keyword detection, lexical affinity, and statistical
methods. The first macrocategory, keyword detection, allows text to be classified through
easily recognizable emotional categories, identified based on the presence of unambiguous
emotional words, such as “happy”, “sad”, and “bored”. On the other hand, the lexical
affinity method detects emotional keywords and assigns to arbitrary words a probable
“affinity” to particular emotions. Compared to the first methodology described, lexical
affinity allows for the refining of the selection and the attribution of the polarity (positive,
neutral, or negative). Finally, statistical methods rely on supervised and unsupervised
machine learning elements that perform sentiment classification based on the co-occurrence
frequencies of words [108,109].

In this view, the third approach implemented in this study identified what is widespread
in the ECs through the analysis of social media and communication channels, guaranteeing
the most significant information provided through an application based on AI by incidence.
The study used Talkwalker, a social media monitoring and a valuable social listening plat-
form for monitoring social networks regarding particular trends, brands, or keywords [83].
The platform performs the content and sentiment analysis by implementing statistical
methods [108,109]. Detailing the available statistical methods, supervised learning includes
labeled datasets. This approach allows the AI to learn from predicted labels and extrapolate
them into larger datasets. Unsupervised learning does not require labeling, and it is up to
the machine to self-categorize the data. Unsupervised learning, despite its ability to execute
sophisticated learning tasks, can result in the creation of superfluous or intricate data
categories, leading to ambiguity regarding the contextual evaluation and identification of
the evaluated feature and the grammatical associations between words [110]. Grammatical
dependency relationships are obtained by in-depth scanning of the text. The learning
process of the machine (also called machine learning) uses models that associate a polarity
(positive or negative) to the different types of comments and, if necessary for the analysis,
also a topic [111].

In this study, the content and sentiment analysis were conducted for one year (the
maximum period possible) using “energy community” and “energy communities” as
keywords, which produced 459 results. In the content analysis, the Talkwalker platform
showed posts related to a given topic worldwide or only from a specific location. We
chose to span the entire data analysis worldwide and, through the filtering operation of
Talkwalker, the posts were grouped according to country of origin, language, demographics,
content of posts, tags, and devices (however, the software also allowed to create an ad
hoc scheme of analysis [112]). The use of this platform has already been adopted as a tool
to study policies and projects as a basis for reporting and decision-making tools of the
information process [113]. The use of social media and sentiment analysis has also been
adopted numerous times to analyze the actors’ perceptions, especially in issues concerning
sustainability and the diffusion of new approaches [14,114,115]. The results of the social
media analysis related to themes pertaining to the ECs are presented in the next section.

4. Results

The following paragraphs contain the results of the content analysis and of the senti-
ment analysis. Content analysis is defined [116] as a systematic, replicable technique for
compressing many words of text into fewer content categories based on explicit rules of
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coding, while Krippendorff [117] specified that content analysis is a research technique for
making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the con-
texts of their use. According to the theoretical framework proposed by Krippendorff, [117]
(page 38) and with the use of the AI, as suggested by [14], we analyzed the texts from the
world of social media so as to answer to our research questions. The results are described
below.

4.1. Topics Regarding ECs Identified by Academics

The analyzed database comprising 609 academic contributions covered a publication
timespan from 1981 up to 2022. Despite the first publications on the EC topic being dated as
early as 40 years ago, it is a relatively novel topic in the scientific production since most of
the contributions were published recently. Indeed, 93% of the total amount was published
in the last five years (from 2018 to 2022) and 39% only in 2022. Figure 2 shows the thematic
map generated through the analysis, depicting the five following emerging clusters:

- Structural reforms and enabling legislative context (blue cluster): This was the biggest
cluster in terms of number of contributions. It encompasses all of the published items
aimed at investigating the role of the energy communities within the desired energy
transition for a sustainable development in the framework of climate change [118].
The impact of the European Commission directives about energy communities has
been extensively investigated [54–56]. Contributions suggesting proper interventions
from policy makers (including incentives to foster private investments for renewable
energy resources deployment) have also been computed in this cluster [119,120].
The most relevant keywords recognized in this cluster were (in order of decreasing
relevance) climate change, renewable energy community, sustainable development,
energy policy, economics, economic analysis, investments, alternative energy, decision-
making, housing, energy efficiency, energy conservation, sustainability, photovoltaics,
European Union, and energy transitions.

- Technologically oriented (green cluster): This cluster included those published pa-
pers focused on innovative technological solutions for renewable power generation
and storage [28,29], representing novel procedures for optimizing the energy system
design (size and allocation of generation and storage components) to maximize en-
vironmental [121], economic [122], and social benefits [123]. The ambition of these
contributions is to provide tools for the design of zero-energy communities [124] by
further limiting environmental impacts and costs. The keywords associated with
this cluster were electric energy storage, photovoltaic cells, optimization, electricity
generation, heating, digital storage, energy storage, photovoltaic system, zero-energy,
energy utilization, electricity, and costs.

- Energy management (violet cluster): Energy management is the red line underneath
many publications that explore the integration of multiple distributed energy resources
into the electric power transmission network [30]. Indeed, the proper management
of energy resource is fundamental considering the intermittent behavior of some
renewables, e.g., solar and wind energy, and the variety of energy needs of different EC
members. Within this topic, integer programming has emerged as novel and suitable
solution for optimizing resource management [125]. Emerging relevant keywords for
this cluster were optimizations, energy management, electric power transmissions
networks, energy management systems, integer programming, commerce, and energy
resources.

- Energy market (red cluster): This was the central topic of another thematic cluster.
The body of the literature that fits this topic mainly concerns observed changes in the
energy market that follow the diffusion of local energy communities [39,40]. Novel
energy-trading mechanisms have been investigated to ensure a just energy transition.
Prosumers [35,46,126] and peer-to-peer mechanisms [45] emerged in this cluster as
relevant keywords, along with the following: power markets, local energy, energy
community, energy, and peer-to-peer networks.
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- Smart grid (orange cluster): This cluster emerged as an isolated topic [25,32], while
smart grid definition and the optimization of delivered services were a starting point
for all the other themes. This suggests that there is enough literature available to
justify the creation of a separate cluster for this topic. Only two keywords emerged in
the thematic map: smart grid and smart power grids.
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4.2. Topics Regarding ECs Identified by Practitioners

The themes identified by analyzing the sources in technical journals by the practition-
ers allowed us to define six main terms defining the clusters of energy communities: energy,
community, climate, homes, panels, and city (Figure 3).
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4.2.1. Energy

The energy cluster was associated with the words utilities, natural, power, policy,
industry, Ukraine, COVID, and Europe. The topic of utilities identified several central
themes, including the adoption of green economy, the creation of a market dedicated
to community networking managed by utilities, and financial projects dedicated to the
construction of new infrastructure to support ECs. The concept of nature is based on the
use of the land; energy efficiency; the adoption of environmental, social, and governance
(ESG) goals; the attention to greenhouse causes; and on the exploitation of local resources
earmarked for the budget and investments to protect the environment that can support the
use of local energy sources. The policies associated with the energy cluster, particularly
regard the following: (i) investments for the production of solar energy, predominantly as a
priority policy in England; (ii) the production of wind energy in the countries of Northern
Europe; and (iii) policies associated with the use of recyclable batteries for the energy
storage in communities to avoid brownouts. The policies also concern the involvement of
dedicated actors who can push for the installation of renewable energy production tools
integrated into buildings (e.g., real estate, owners’ associations, nonprofit associations, and
telecommunication companies). The industry concept does not define which companies
are of particular interest to ECs. However, it directs attention to the impact of ECs on
using sustainable energy and includes footprint assessment, emission assessment, required
energy capacity, and emission of authorizations to build new plants. The themes of COVID,
Ukraine, and Europe are intertwined: COVID has created an economic crisis linked mainly
to companies and has had an impact on the development of alternative energies with the
relaunch of new green deal policies through next-generation investments; at the same time,
the war in Ukraine and the conflicts with Russia have led to a crisis in gas supply with a
new push of possible alternatives.

4.2.2. Community

The theme of the community in this context is related to the ability of generating
resources to develop plants. The main themes concern, for one, the formation of the
population and guidance through public places of aggregation, such as libraries, gyms, and
schools, and for another, information on the platforms that can be used, such as those of
crowdfunding and the market. In fact, in Europe, we found several offshore wind projects
where joint ventures launched experimental projects financed by consortia and private
individuals at different times, based on risk appetite. In some countries, however, public
funding is active for developing solar parks and hydrogen facilities in ECs. It was noted
from the sources that the theme of the community in the ECs suggests in the need for Europe
to develop a proper institutional design for overcoming the partnership complexities (e.g.,
conflict resolution) to try to mediate between the needs of individuals and communities
with climate change and with the needs of industries. The theme of the community is also
strangely correlated with COVID, which on the one hand, has prompted all companies to
rethink autonomous and self-sufficient business models concerning the community and,
on the other hand, has led to particular attention to local needs by seeking energy solutions
in contexts that have gone from international to local. The community also entails the
functioning of the service; in fact, it is required to secure the network by accelerating the
roll-out of the batteries (storage). The working community battery plan should be carried
forward, starting with the most vulnerable communities in edge-of-grid locations. The new
community development system has been pursued through the multiobjective collaborative
optimization method and is oriented toward zero-carbon consumption. Currently, several
communities have adopted wind farms. They do not want to live near them, but they are
all aware and agree that these are the best solution to create sustainable communities with
zero net carbon production by 2050.
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4.2.3. Climate Change

Climate change is the other main concept professionals talk about with regard to
ECs. In particular, it is worth mentioning the attention drawn to this topic in the COP
27 Summits and in the UN climate summit, aimed at seeking a faster cut in CO2 production
and the use of nonrenewable energy. Although the keyword seems very specific, some
practitioners’ documents point out that it also refers to the inability of governments to
support the millions and billions of euros needed for industry and private consumption
following the increase in the cost of gas and petrol generated since the war in Ukraine began.
According to these same documents, the boost in ECs may be generated by the sudden
increase in utility bills. This paradigm shift of consumption and development focuses
particular attention to the characteristics of the service, which, according to common sense,
must guarantee levels of stability, reliability, quality, and control. Several professionals
report that the topic of climate change, especially among young people, has pushed the
search for a more sustainable life approach that rejects nuclear power, which has long-term
repercussions for the development of ECs based on clean energy.

4.2.4. Homes, Solar Panels, and Cities

The cluster linked to homes was particularly centered on the new global context,
where COVID has led to an economic crisis with rising inflation and a progressive increase
in energy and raw materials costs. According to the estimates of this clusters’ papers, 50%
of the world’s population will have progressive difficulty in finding enough energy for
their needs, and thousands will live in cold and unhealthy homes. The increase in the cost
of gas has led to a crisis in domestic consumers who, for the future, are aiming to install
integrated solar panels in homes using other renewable energies to set a cap on energy
expenditure with the modulation and flexibility of systems and consumption.

The development of solar panels directly on the roofs of houses and new modes of
financing has been adopted by many people for the development of ECs. The use of solar
panels for homes is considered by many to be a new energy-efficienct approach that leads
to greater air quality and the construction of terraces and spaces for the future that can
benefit from the effects generated in nature.

The last cluster identified by professionals concerns the city and the paradigm brought
by COVID-19, which involves the movement of many people from larger urban centers to
neighboring communities where the quality of life is higher in some respects, but where
energy sustainability has yet be developed. In this cluster, there were also the keywords
“information” and “campaigns” that are connected to the communication campaigns, which
are mainly based on the following topics: (a) the type of funds available, (b) the renewable
energies that can be adopted, and (c) the possibility of changing the system with a possible
financial return. The information in these campaigns mainly focuses on disseminating
reliable material and controlled funding for the development of ECs, as there are currently
many uncontrolled services and networks that could generate effects totally opposed to the
one expected.

4.3. Themes Identified by the Web and Features on the ECs

Concerning the social media analysis, the keywords were “energy community” and
“energy communities”. The available results refer to the last year from 11 September 2021
to 11 September 2022 (Figure 4).

The platform identified 459 results: 93% were the interactions received from the
sources, while 266 were from unique authors; 97.8% of the results came from Twitter, 1.3%
from online news, 0.7% from blogs, and 0.2% from magazines. This is in line with the
findings of the academic literature since “among the communication channels to convey
messages of firms’ Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiatives, social media are
becoming increasingly important and, particularly, Twitter is the social media platform
where more CSR-related content is generated” [127]. Sustainable initiatives such as those
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of ECs, in fact, can be seen as social initiatives [128] and, when also involving companies,
can be inscribed in the academic topic of the CSR.
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The analysis (Figure 5) showed that there was no gender balance between users who
interacted on the topic of energy policies, as the majority of them were men. All users were
aged between 18 and 54 years, with a concentrated distribution (38.6%) between 25 and
34 years and a good engagement (26.5%) between people aged 35–44 years; meanwhile,
there was only a 19.7% engagement and interaction among people aged between 45 and
54 years, and zero interaction among people aged 55–64 years.
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Figure 6 presents a distribution of the type of occupation of users, identified on the one
hand, by their specific professions (builders, engineers, executive managers, construction
workers) and on the other, as individuals who can lead to a change in policies and the
dissemination of information (politicians and communicators) or the interest of a different
life paradigm (students).

The main concentration of information and debates was developed in the two areas
that have defined policies for developing and promoting ECs, namely Europe and America
(Figure 7). The leading role of these two geopolitical areas was reflected in the analysis of
the language used for the analyzed online news: almost all were written in English (97.4%),
and just a few in other European languages, i.e., French (1.1%), German (0.9%), Italian
(0.4%), and Dutch (0.2%).
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4.3.1. Content Analysis and Top Themes

The most commonly recurring EC themes (Figure 8) were the following:
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- Recurring topic no. 1: the hashtag energy communities.

This keyword is connected, on the web, mainly to a book chapter on “Energy Commu-
nities” published by Academic Press and written by Nicolò Rossetto et al. [129]. The chapter
provides a taxonomy of the ECs by defining five categories of communities depending
on their role in the energy system and on the maturity of the associated business model.
Each category has particular characteristics and gaps related to regulatory policy. Below,
a summary of the most important information given by the abovementioned academic
chapter that is popular on social media, where people therefore can be well-informed about
ECs by reading directly from an academic source.

Currently there are 3500 ECs in Europe. Through an overview of the existing cases,
the information presented by the chapter is oriented toward peer development of systems
between companies and municipalities. The majority of the posts also promote some
elements of the EC development strategy, including direct control over the infrastructures,
coplanning through a cooperative model of self-production and regulation, community
involvement also through the creation of new jobs dedicated to the development of tech-
nologies, and networks in the community. Moreover, the same chapter highlights that the
organizational form of the EC is based not only on a replicable business model but also
on a process oriented more toward the mission and the social purpose of reinvesting in
the community, thus creating benefits for all. The members of the community are not only
the citizens who produce for themselves and make energy available on the grid but also
real communities oriented toward sustainability, who jointly invest in associated elements
such as energy efficiency and saving services, flexibility, storage, heating, and transport.
Currently, ECs have developed more in Western countries owing to the sharing of their
replicable business models. Of the European ECs, 1500 are organized in the European
network REScoop EU (see topic no. 5 in this section), which is trying to replicate its models
in Southern and Eastern Europe. There are a number of advantages that may be noted
when discussing ECs: enhanced public engagement and buy-in, increased money from
local renewables that fulfill local requirements, and the building of more direct relation-
ships with and confidence from individuals for local authorities. Some additional benefits
include more motivated citizens who advocate for and deliver the innovation required to
achieve net-zero energy usage profiles, reinvestment of profits in locally specific demand
reduction, energy efficiency, and fuel poverty work (that brings carbon, well-being, health,
and cost-saving benefits). These benefits also include added social value, activation of the
local economy and supply chain, money staying local with multiplier effect benefits, and
the creation of new future-appropriate local jobs. The ECs, according to the information
provided, are based on a type of financing with high profitability where all the members
of the community finance the investment with a minimum quota and receive exponential
benefits. Moreover, the European investments that are available for EC development cur-
rently allow for a long-term return with the current payback of the investment. The access
barriers to ECs for the poorest residents of neighboring areas are therefore broken down
by this approach that allow for the acquisition of EC membership through payment of a
minimum fee to the community while costs are covered with profits generated by energy
production and networking in the long run. Municipalities play an essential role in this
change. Since they must present long-term objectives in their strategic plan, they must
be able to put all residents online and communicate with the utilities, guarantee access to
public funding and dividends linked to investments for the creation of the network, and
guarantee technical support with the acquisition of new professional skills. Land use is one
of these specific skills and must consequently be an integral part of the long-term devel-
opment of the policies that one intends to implement with the support of the community.
Furthermore, without the municipalities, it would be impossible to develop an extensive
network to create local energy markets, roll out energy efficiency programs, or finance
renewable energy projects on public buildings.

The theme of the EC is also associated with #EUSEW2022 (European Sustainability
Week), the renewable energy investment program aimed at rural areas and islands of the
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Mediterranean region. The EUSEW is open to public authorities, private companies, non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), and consumers with the aim of promoting initiatives
for going green and digital within the broader objective of achieving Europe’s energy
transition.

- Recurring topic no 2: the word “Energy”

The energy tag in the cloud of Figure 8 mainly refers to posts associated with the
website dedicated to the European Energy Cities communities. The community aims
at realizing a network of cities worldwide to exchange best practices and initiatives for
future-proof cities. The Energy Cities community mainly addresses local authorities, but
the empowerment of citizens in the energy transition process is also recognized. In this
framework, several educational initiatives are organized by the same community to explain
to municipalities how to fully engage citizens in their initiatives and thus engage all the
stakeholders [130].

- Recurring topic no 3: the word “Policy”

The European Commission has presented many seminars about the policies for ECs,
thus trying to push toward a needed green transition. Policies mainly focus on the purchase
and sale of renewable energy (for shaping the new energy market) [126], and the same
policymakers are generally invited as speakers of #EUSEW2022 [131] for disseminating the
new initiatives and regulations.

- Recurring topic no, 4: the word “Project”

Among the research projects that have resonance on the web and that are worth noting,
there is one being conducted by Dr. Padraig Lyons, Head of Group at IERC (International
Energy Research Centre), called UP-STAIRS. The UP-STAIRS project assists citizens in
becoming prosumers and enables their involvement in the energy transition, so as to
speed up the development of energy villages. In order to encourage local stakeholders to
cooperate, it creates adaptable and iterative business model frameworks for one-stop shops
that have been established in five pilot regions: Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Ireland, and
Spain. The expected key impacts include the setup and testing of the five one-stop shops for
energy communities and local collective action, triggering 66 million euros in sustainable
energy investments and engaging 10,000 consumers in sustainable energy activities.

Among the results of this keyword there is also an article of The Guardian which
defines how citizens can support the energy transition [132].

- Recurring topic no 5: the account @REScoopEU

REScoopEU is a European federation of energy cooperatives that pushes the tran-
sition toward a low-carbon future by actively participating in the European energy de-
bate. On social media, the REScoop account promotes informative events such as the
Sustainable Energy Day Event, organized during the European Sustainable Energy Week
(EUSEW2022) [133]. Among the @REScoopEU ECs projects, it is possible to identify some
of particular note [134]: the first Portuguese energy community project [135], the AU-
RORA_H2020 project [136], the energy neutrality workshop to be achieved by 2050 [137],
and the MUSE GRID project [138].

- Recurring topic no. 6: the word and hashtag Community.

Related to this keyword, it is worth mentioning that the dialogue promoted exper-
imentally by the European community toward citizens mainly identifies a collaborative
approach to community development, guiding and officially informing them about the
available possibilities. Furthermore, the communication focuses on the type of renewable
energy that is expected to involve 10,000 residents in Europe by 2025.

4.3.2. Sentiment Analysis

This study found that 55.5% of social media users had a positive sentiment towards
experimental and H2020 (Horizon 2020) projects and adopted policies. Meanwhile, 43.4%
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of users held a neutral sentiment related to the UP-STAIRS project, which was discussed at
the Interreg Europe Conference. The UP-STAIRS project focuses on investments dedicated
to moving rural areas and Mediterranean islands toward energy transition. The negative
1.1% refers to false claims in the Spanish energy community [139].

The identified trend is represented in Table 1, where the main trends by source type
are described. Blogs, online news, and Twitter mainly generate the positive sentiment.
From a comparison between sources and positive and neutral sentiment, it is possible to
identify a low incidence of positive sentiment on sources derived from online news (31%
positive against 62% neutral) and blogs (33% positive against 21% neutral). In comparison,
it seems to affect Twitter significantly, with a positive sentiment generated by 21% of sources
compared to a consistency equal to 12% for neutral results. Although blogs, online news,
and Twitter appear to be significantly represented for both positive and neutral sentiment,
Twitter has a greater ability to disseminate information on the topic and also to generate
more positive sentiment in social media. The key drivers of a positive sentiment on social
media are shown in Figure 9.

Table 1. Trend of sentiment on EC based on type of source.

Sources

Sentiment Blog News
Online Twitter Forum YouTube Newspaper

Total positive results 83 78 53 23 8 9

Positive percentage % 33 31 21 9 3 4

Total neutral results 42 124 23 5 3 2

Neutral percentage % 21 62 12 3 2 1

Total negative results 0 6 0 0 0 0

Negative percentage % 0 100 0 0 0 0
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Among the main influencers in the EC topic, REScoop EU [140], was recognized
to be the most active and influential author, followed by the profile of the European
and Sustainable Energy week—EUSEW2022—in Twitter (15 and 14 posts respectively,
associated mainly to a positive sentiment). On the other hand, Forbes magazine was the
most influential site even if it just presented 1 post on the EC topic. The content of the post
from the Forbes magazine had a neutral sentiment, as most of the other websites focused
on the ECs at least once in the analyzed year (September 2021–2022).

This could represent a difference between Twitter (or other social media) and online
news: the latter generally aims at presenting new topics that are worthy of notice to a wider
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public from a neutral standpoint, while posts published on social media platforms mainly
aim at presenting projects outcomes, being posted by the same projects’ participants and
supporters or opponents (associated with positive and negative sentiments, respectively).
An exception is represented by the website dedicated to the EU Agenda (www.euagenda.eu,
accessed on 21 January 2023) that has the purpose of promoting initiatives and events in
the framework of the same EU Agenda and is, therefore, mainly associated with a positive
sentiment.

5. Discussions

The amount of analyzed items for each of the investigated fields, i.e., academic litera-
ture, practitioners’ production, and social media, reveals that the EC is still an emerging
topic which is rapidly gaining popularity among academics but that still needs to reach the
general audience. Indeed, the 93% of the whole academic production (609 papers) was pub-
lished in the last five years (39% only in 2022) despite the oldest academic paper concerning
the theme of ECs being dated to 1981. On the other hand, the social media analysis found
out only 459 results, which is very little compared to the amount of data generally retrieved
through the same method but on different topics. To illustrate, Troisi et al. [83] retrieved
a total of 12 million posts for the investigation of the main impacting factors on students’
university choice, and Shukri at al. [141] analyzed 3000 tweets when focusing on the Twitter
sentiment analysis of the automotive industry. Concerning practitioners, a huge database
was retrieved on ECs: 9734 articles from 2015 to 2022. Nevertheless, the content analysis of
both academic and practitioners’ production reveals that not all the main topics emerging
from the scientific literature reach the nonacademic field. Indeed, the six clusters high-
lighted in the partitioners’ content analysis mainly referred to topics included in the biggest
thematic cluster of academics, the one related to “structural reforms and legislative context”.
This is partially highlighted in Table 2, which summarizes the main topics emerging from
the content analysis of academic literature, practitioners’ production, and social media.
Words that are common to the three different fields are highlighted in bold. Innovative
solutions anticipated by academia related to technology, energy management, and energy
market structure seemed not to be of interest to professionals. A lack of interest toward
these topics from practitioners could be a first limit in the diffusion of ECs, meaning that
there are not yet professionals fully aware of the complexity required by this novel energy
model. Practitioners seems to be mostly interested in funding opportunities for renewable
installation (e.g., solar and wind energy incentives) that are part of both the “Energy” and
the two smaller “Panel” and “City” clusters, as detailed in the results Section 4.2. Focusing
on the “Energy” cluster, this interest seems to come from the recent economic and energy
crisis, the first one following the outbreak of the COIVD-19 pandemic and the latter related
to the Russian invasion of Ukraine. The energy crisis and the consequent inflation of prices
are also emerging topics within the “Climate Change” cluster, in which communications
are mainly related to international institutional summits, e.g., COP27 and the UN climate
summit. Here. the focus is more on the social consequences of this crisis (actually the core
of the “Home” cluster), and ECs are depicted as an opportunity to reach stability, reliability,
quality, and control in energy supply at the local scale. Moreover, “local” is a recurring term
especially within the “Community” cluster dealing with bottom-up initiatives that require
community engagement and cooperation to support local projects for the energy security
of the community. “Community” is an emerging topic also present in social media but is a
perspective missing in the academic production. Despite EC benefits for the community
being generally recalled in each contribution related to the topic, it seems that the literature
on social engagement and observations of existing coplanning practices is still poor.

www.euagenda.eu
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Table 2. Main topics from academia, practitioners, and the web.

Academia

Structural reforms and legislative context: climate change, renewable energy community, sustainable
development, energy policy, economics, economic analysis, investments, alternative energy, decision making,
housing, energy efficiency, energy conservation, sustainability, renewable energy sources, photovoltaics,
European Union, energy transitions.

Technological innovation: electric energy storage, photovoltaic cells, optimization, electricity generation,
heating, digital storage, energy storage, photovoltaic system, zero energy, energy utilization, electricity, costs.

Energy management: optimizations, energy management, electric power transmissions networks, energy
management systems, integer programming, commerce, energy resources.

Energy market: power markets, local energy, energy community, energy, peer-to-peer networks.
Smart grid: smart grids, smart power grid.

Practitioners

Energy: utilities, natural, power, policy, industry, Ukraine, COVID, Europe.

Community: local, system, projects, funding, sector, wind, market, green, group, storage, infrastructure, clean.

Climate: climate change, emissions, carbon, services, life, people, time, future.

Homes: Fuel, crisis, home, costs, bills, costumers, crisis.

City: Information, campaign.

Panels

Social media

Energy communities

Energy

Policy

Project

REScoopEU

Community

Finally, it is worth noting that the main topics that emerge from social media analysis
are associated with posts coming from academics (Rossetto et al. [129] and the IERC, which
leads the UP-STAIRS project) or established groups representative of policy makers (the
EU commission and EUSEW) and energy cooperatives (REScoop). As a matter of fact,
the Energy Cities Communities, emerging as prominent author of those posts populating
the “Energy” topic, is a network of local authorities aimed at sharing good practices for a
more sustainable future for communities that further aims at engaging citizens for a more
effective transition. On the other hand, REScoop is an energy cooperative federation that
brings requests and needs from its sector to policy makers. Finally, institutional profiles of
the European commission populate the “Community” topic with posts oriented toward
the dissemination of renewables availability and funding opportunities for citizens.

In this view, the EC topic seems to be too distant from the general audience despite
ordinary citizens being the target of the communication. This result confirms previous
research outcomes [15], and it is indicated to also by the analysis of the users’ typologies,
mainly coming from the communication and education fields (19.3% of the identified users).
Nevertheless, the most engaged user typology on the theme of ECs on social media is the
executive manager (16.8%) and among the users’ interests, “employment” comes in first
(14.6%). It appears that the topic of ECs is gaining attention and is seen as attractive for
both funding and hiring opportunities. This is further supported by our content analysis of
the practitioners’ topics.

Therefore, two gaps have emerged from this research that must be addressed in the
communication related ECs to support the topic’s diffusion on a large scale: (i) practitioners’
awareness on all the aspects underlying the EC setup (including new opportunities in
the energy market and management) and (ii) effective engagement of ordinary citizens in
the topic through social media. Moreover, it is important to raise awareness in the right
audience that has the budget to join or even promote ECs. According to our analysis, this
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is far from being achieved since there is little or no engagement on the topic, which is even
lower in people over 55 years old. This means that some communication strategies must be
improved to reach the target.

First of all, the digital divide must be considered, as it affects older generations and, in
particular, social media: people over 55 years old are not the main target of social media,
apart from Facebook, which, however, attracts people who are not necessarily interested
in the topics of sustainability. On Instagram and LinkedIn (the latter of which is aimed at
professionals) as well as Twitter (which is the main source of online news regarding ECs),
the majority of people are below 55 years old and are typically between 25 and 34 years old
according to [142,143], which is also the age that our analysis was more engaged in (see
Figure 5). Therefore, in the attempt to address the decision-making of older generations
regarding the sustainable choice of joining an EC, communication managers should take
into account the use of mass media instead of social media in order to hit the “last mile” of
the target (those 55–60 years old): different communication means having a different impact
on decision-making according to the buyer persona. In particular, the geographical origin of
the target should be a variable that is taken into account. In this sense, the communication
on the web properly addresses people of the Western World, even though communication
toward the wealthy population of the Middle East could raise awareness in a society where,
lately, sensitivity toward sustainability is rising [144].

Secondly, as highlighted in Section 2.2 of the present research, the modalities and
strategies of communication should also be implemented to properly reach the target:
since the majority of the online news focus on projects and/or sustainable events like the
EUSEW2022, there is no substantial use of testimonials or “sustainability” ambassadors.
Moreover, the use of “Stories” (like those of Facebook or Instagram) has proven to be more
effective; therefore, this is a tool to take into consideration together with the right choice of
hashtags in order to generate e-WOM.

Finally, the information should be structured with a strategic mindset, as currently, the
left to the operations of a few popular journals and/or the papers of practitioners and/or
projects. This means that a proper connection and collaboration between the academic,
practitioners, and policy makers who create the guidelines on media communication should
start as soon as possible in order to provide mass and social media the opportunity to
highlight the topics that would most convince people to join energy communities.

6. Conclusions

There is still a great deal to do in terms of the communication of sustainability. If
we assume the concept first emerged in the late 1980s’ (it appeared for the first time
in 1987 in the Brundtland Report, also entitled “Our Common Future”, and signed by
several countries for the UN [145]), more than 30 years have passed, but only younger
generations (e.g., Gen Z) base their decision-making on sustainability drivers. As discussed
in this paper, however, younger generations make sustainable choices in sectors (like
the one of fashion for instance [146,147], different from the one of energy consumption.
Here, a three-stage approach allowed us to identify the differences among the emerging
topics that are associated with main theme of energy communities (ECs) in the following
communication domains: scientific literature, practitioners’ production, and social media.
The analysis revealed that there is still a lack of interest, and consequently awareness,
among practitioners on specific topics that are detailed in the literature as fundamental
components of the changing energy system, e.g., energy management strategies or new
trading mechanisms. Moreover, the engagement of ordinary citizens on the topic is still far
from being addressed. This was evident in the social media analysis that was based on a
broad search in the web and resulted in only 459 results.

Since the introduction of policies regarding climate change and all the technologies
that allow “green behaviors”, academics, practitioners, and policy makers have had to deal
with the hybrid nature of people as “citizens-consumers” [148], who are the real agents of
change in the process of making our societies sustainable [149] since they have the power
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to decide whether or not to adopt new technologies that could make the difference in
addressing sustainability goals. Previous studies [148,150] empirically demonstrated that
technology diffusion is characterized by a learning environment since most subjects in an
experiment needed to learn feedback from multiple people/customers before adopting a
new technology—thus showing the importance of relationship marketing.

In this sense, communication managers that want to promote ECs need to understand
that the use of social media should focus on tactics that instill this sense of “word of
mouth”, which is the most powerful tool for promoting the adoption of a new technology
in consumers. One possibility could be to deal with the EC audience not as an audience
of citizens but of consumers “tout court” (potential green consumers, but still consumers).
Therefore, communication should be sharpened regarding the economic of joining an EC
more than the environmental and social benefits that academics are used to pointing out on
social media, e.g., posts from the chapter by [129]. In particular, these should be benefits
for the consumers (e.g., saving of money, energy) rather than the benefits for the generic
society or the governments, as the public sphere is a concept that is less felt by consumers
as a motivation for their purchase decision-making.

The present study, therefore, has demonstrated how a convergent communication
policy is needed to develop energy communities’ policies capable of creating a single vision
for all the actors involved in ECs’ sustainable model.

7. Limitations and Future Research

This study has some limitations that could be the object of study for future research.
First, the study identified some gaps and similarities among the conceptualization and
diffusion of the themes regarding ECs by academics, practitioners, and policies. However,
it did not provide any solution for closing these gaps, being an exploratory study.

Future investigations, therefore, should focus on closing the gaps identified between
the conceptualization and diffusion of the themes regarding ECs among academics, prac-
titioners, and policies, so as to create a structured vision of each cluster that also takes
into account the sentiment of the population toward ECs (this would be useful for policy
makers in implementing their communication strategies for EC promotion). Finally, the
strong connection among technologies, climate change, and quality of life that emerged
as a central theme in EC communication has already been associated with the concept of
smart cities. In this sense, policies could require future investigations to understand if even
small- and medium-sized ECs in rural areas could be assumed to be smart cities [7,151].
This study, instead, has only cited the concept of smart cities but has not investigated, in
depth. the connection with the ECs and the sentiment of citizens toward this connection.
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